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iKure addresses the pressing need of healthcare in India’s rural area by providing accessible and                             
affordable primary care through the use of technology. Health workers form a bridge between                           
doctors and patients. Through Android tablets, healthcare workers in the field are able to send                             
data and reports to professional doctors across the country. Health workers carry these tablets                           
while traveling to rural communities surveying each individual house, while marketing iKure.                       
iKure keeps track of the hours worked by the health workers manually with a paper check­in. A                                 
manual paper to record hours is error­prone and inefficient. A validation method is required.   
 
Currently, local clinic supervisors have no way to oversee the day­to­day actions of their own                             
subordinates out in the field. Despite iKure’s aspirations to provide health care services to rural                             
communities through the use of cutting technology, the company’s methodology for monitoring                       
its own employees is quite limited. Once a week, the health workers fill out generic paper                               
reports to record the number of hours they worked in the community, specific places they visited,                               
and data they collected over the past 7 days. The major flaw in the current system is that it does                                       
not contain a method to hold employees accountable. At the moment, health worker hours and                             
routes cannot be recorded thus forcing supervisors to accept any data reported as fact. Therefore,                             
the entire legitimacy and accuracy of the weekly report relies completely on the memory and                             
morality of the health worker. The non­existent process for tracking and checking the health                           
worker’s path greatly increases the probability and temptation of false reporting, which hinders                         
iKure’s ability to operate effectively and further decreases the potential benefits of iKure health                           
care services across the country. Additionally, the current arrangement lacks a real­time                       
monitoring system required to efficiently manage the numerous mobile workers constantly                     
traveling throughout the country’s rural communities. Health workers must follow set schedules                       
with the goal of visiting each site twice a week.   
 
In order to solve this issue, we designed a simple, user­friendly system to easily track, store, and                                 
view the location data from each health worker. The development process of our solution                           
involved two parts. The first part of the development was devoted to creating a mobile                             
application that automatically starts and stops tracking the location of health workers at specific                           
times and stops, sending the worker’s location in set time intervals. For each location update, the                               
current date and time is also stored allowing that data to be easily sorted and viewed by the                                   
administrator. We built the mobile application using PhoneGap, a mobile development                     
framework that converts code from modern web programming languages (HTML, CSS,                     




of phone or tablet. The second part of the design included creating a website and database to                                 
store and view the location data collected from the health workers. The website is only                             
accessible to iKure administrators and allows them to easily view the current or past locations of                               







In order to address the problem discussed in Section 1, requirements and design constraints must                             
be considered when implementing the proposed solution. The two types of requirements that the                           
application must adhere to are functional and nonfunctional requirements. Functional                   
requirements define what the program must accomplish. Non­functional requirements define the                     
manner in which the functional requirements need to be completed. The project is also subject to                               






































































After the conceptualization of the model, an analysis of how the user will interact with the web                                 
application must be made. We have created a set of use cases, or actions taken by the user, in                                     
order to demonstrate the different scenarios that a user may find himself in, as shown in the                                 












































































































































































































































































































































Our system was created using many different technologies. We needed to create a database,                           
mobile application, and website, introducing many different functionalities and features that we                       
needed to implement.  The following technologies will be used: 
 
● HTML ­ HyperText Markup Language. HTML forms the foundation for the web page,                         
and contains the code that references the other components like Javascript and CSS files.                           
The HTML acts like a wrapper the entire system, bringing it all together. 
● CSS ­ Cascading Style Sheets. These contain the style that is used in the webpage,                             
defining things like margins, colors, borders and banners. 
● JavaScript ­ Javascript is a dynamic programming language commonly used for websites                       
and online applications. 
● jQuery ­ Jquery is a Javascript library that allows simple and seamless integration of                           
animation into static pages or applications. For the most part, we will be utilizing the                             
jQuery mobile library to program our application. 
● Phonegap ­ Phonegap is a mobile development framework that allows us to use simple                           





● PHP ­ PHP is a server­side scripting language designed for web development that allows                           
us to communicate with our remote database. 






We decided to utilize Phonegap to develop our mobile application. This framework offers                         
cross­platform compatibility, which allows the application to be downloaded to different devices                       
if our client chooses to expands beyond Android tablets in the future. Applications created with                             
the Phonegap framework are developed with simple web programming languages: HTML, CSS,                       
Javascript, and jQuery. HTML is used to define the basic structure of the web pages, while CSS                                 
applies the custom styling to those web pages. Javascript is the programming language that runs                             
all logic and functionalities of our application, while jQuery provides user­friendly animations to                         
increase visual appeal and usability. We used the same web programming technologies to                         
develop the website side of our system. 
 
We used a MySQL database to store the location and user account information because it is                               
easily scalable and can easily handle search queries for large amounts of data. This allows our                               
application the ability to quickly pull or store the location data of any health worker for both the                                   
mobile application and website sides of our system. In order to communicate with the database,                             
we are using PHP scripts, which are hosted on a web server, to define the necessary MySQL                                 
queries for the different features of our system. 
 
As shown in Figure 18, each application will communicate solely with our MySQL database                           
through the PHP scripts. The PHP scripts automate all inserting, searching, and deleting,                         
decreasing the need to manually maintain the large amount of data coming from our mobile                             




















































































Throughout the implementation process, various tests have been conducted to ensure our                       
application runs smoothly and successfully. We utilized both white and black box testing. An                           
Android tablet has been used to test our application periodically. We tested by choosing different                             
scenarios for the health worker. Unit testing has been used on our module to ensure the validity                                 
of information and schedule of health workers. Additionally, as seen in Figure 19, we simulated                             
a drive by a health worker and modified the update interval to 10 minutes to test the view past                                     
visits feature of our website. Customer acceptance testing will be done by our customer to                             
ensure our application works correctly during the summer of 2015. Through the Global fellows                           
Program at Santa Clara University, two Santa Clara University students will be travelling to                           













The development timeline for this application covered an entire school year, starting from                         
September 22nd and ending on May 8th. Figure 20 depicts the timeline breakdown by each                             
quarter, indicating the task assignments, amount of time for the task, and the team member who                               
was assigned to complete the task. This allowed our team to stay on schedule throughout the                               
production process. 
 
Figure 20:​ Application Development Timeline 
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